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Abstract

The ACR Incidental Findings Committee (IFC) presents recommendations for managing adnexal masses incidentally detected on CT and MRI. These recommendations represent an update of those provided in our previous \textit{JACR} 2013 white paper. The Adnexal Subcommittee, which included six radiologists with subspecialty expertise in abdominal imaging or ultrasound and one gynecologist, developed this algorithm. The recommendations draw from published evidence and expert opinion and were finalized by iterative consensus. Algorithm branches successively categorize adnexal masses based on patient characteristics (eg, pre- versus postmenopausal) and imaging features. They terminate with a management recommendation. The algorithm addresses most, but not all, pathologies and clinical scenarios. Our goal is to improve quality of care by providing guidance on how to manage incidentally detected adnexal masses.
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OVERVIEW OF THE ACR INCIDENTAL FINDINGS PROJECT

The core objectives of the Incidental Findings Project are to (1) develop consensus on patient characteristics and imaging features that are required to characterize an incidental finding; (2) provide guidance to manage such findings in ways that balance the risks and benefits to patients; (3) recommend reporting terms that reflect the...
level of confidence regarding a finding; and (4) focus future research by proposing a generalizable management framework across practice settings.

THE CONSENSUS PROCESS: MANAGEMENT OF INCIDENTAL ADNEXAL MASSES

This article presents the ACR Incidental Findings Committee (IFC)‘s updated recommendations for the management of incidental adnexal masses detected on CT or MRI. The material presented is updated from prior guidance from the ACR, published in 2013 [1]. The process of developing this algorithm included naming a subcommittee chair, who appointed subcommittee members that included recognized experts in pelvic imaging, incidental findings, or the management of patients at risk for an adnexal mass. The subcommittee then developed and gained consensus on preliminary recommendations. The subcommittee used published evidence as their primary source. When evidence was not available, they invoked the collective expertise of their team. The preliminary algorithm underwent review by additional members within the IFC, including the Body Commission chair and the IFC chair. The revised algorithm and corresponding white paper draft were submitted to additional ACR stakeholders to gain input and feedback. Consensus was obtained iteratively after successive reviews and revisions. After completion of this process, the algorithm and white paper were finalized. The IFC’s consensus processes meet policy standards of the ACR. However, they do not meet any specific, formal national standards. This algorithm and set of recommendations do not represent policy of the ACR Practice Guidelines or the ACR Appropriateness Criteria. Our consensus may be termed “guidance” and “recommendations” rather than “guidelines,” which has a more formal definition.

ELEMENTS OF THE FLOWCHARTS: COLOR CODING

The algorithm is encapsulated in a flowchart. Within the flowchart, yellow boxes indicate using or acquiring clinical data (eg, lesion size), green boxes describe recommendations for action (eg, follow-up imaging), and red boxes indicate that work-up or follow-up may be terminated (eg, if the finding is presumed to be benign). To minimize complexity, each algorithm addresses most—but not all—imaging appearances and clinical scenarios. Radiologists should feel comfortable deviating from the algorithm in circumstances that are not represented in the algorithm, based on the specific imaging appearance of the finding in question and patient characteristics—the algorithm content must be viewed as recommendations and should not be considered as “standard of care.”

NATURE AND SCOPE OF THE PROBLEM

Incidental adnexal findings are commonly identified in women on CT and MR studies that include the pelvis [2-4]. Normal physiologic changes in premenopausal women include monthly development of a dominant follicle and subsequent corpus luteum, resulting in a potential incidental CT or MR finding in many premenopausal women [5]. Nonneoplastic cysts that may wax and wane in size are also common in postmenopausal women; in a large series of postmenopausal women, 14% had cysts on an initial ultrasound examination, with 32% resolving but 8% developing a new cyst at 1-year follow-up [6]. In a large CT colonography program, investigators reported that among 2,869 consecutive women aged 50 or older who underwent screening, none of the 118 women (4.1%) with an incidental adnexal mass on unenhanced CT colonography were found to have ovarian cancer [3]. Incidental adnexal masses are detected even when pelvic coverage on an imaging examination is incomplete; Zidan et al found that 4 of 194 women (2%) had ovarian cysts in their study of incidental extraspinal findings on lumbar spine MR examinations [4].

An extensive body of ultrasound-based imaging literature in surgical and clinically followed cohorts shows that the risk of malignancy in simple cysts identified sonographically is negligible in both premenopausal and postmenopausal women [7], a conclusion confirmed by recent large studies showing no increased risk of malignancy in women with sonographically identified simple adnexal cysts irrespective of cyst size [6-9]. In fact, invasive ovarian serous cystadenocarcinoma is now known to primarily arise from solid precursors in the fallopian tube, not the ovary [10]; this understanding supports the conclusion that simple ovarian cysts are not precursors to ovarian carcinoma.

Based on this evidence, the Society of Radiologists in Ultrasound (SRU) has revised consensus recommendations for the management of sonographically identified incidental adnexal simple cysts [7]. Even with the understanding that simple adnexal cysts have negligible risk of malignancy, two primary concepts justify an approach in which some adnexal simple cysts on ultrasound merit a short period of continued surveillance, even when asymptomatic. First, as with any imaging observation, there is a small risk of
mischaracterization, so the conclusion that an adnexal cyst is simple might be incorrect. Second, some simple adnexal cysts are benign ovarian neoplasms (cystadenomas) and may grow at a rate that would eventually result in clinical attention even if initially asymptomatic; patients and providers may benefit from knowing that rate of growth so that appropriate clinical follow-up can be employed. These considerations must be balanced by the potential harms introduced by imaging surveillance of likely benign findings, including increased likelihood of unnecessary surgical intervention as well as increased patient and provider anxiety and health care costs [11]. Size (maximum cyst diameter) plays an important role in determining which simple adnexal cysts might benefit most from sonographic surveillance, targeting those more likely to be benign neoplasms rather than nonneoplastic cysts. The revised SRU consensus recommendations have increased some size thresholds for surveillance, now stating that simple cysts characterized with standard ultrasound quality do not require ultrasound follow-up when ≤5 cm in premenopausal women and ≤3 cm in postmenopausal women [7]. When there is exceptional quality and documentation that the cyst is simple, the SRU panel opines that these thresholds are justifiably increased to ≤7 cm in premenopausal women and ≤5 cm in postmenopausal women, because the risk of mischaracterization is reduced [7]. The revised SRU consensus recommendation is an important backdrop to this revision of the IFC’s recommendations related to the management of incidental adnexal findings on CT and MR.

REPORTING CONSIDERATIONS
The following four elements should be reported when an incidental adnexal mass is detected on CT or MRI:

1. Mass characteristics (ie, simple-appearing cyst, features indicating a specific diagnosis, indeterminate features)
2. Size (largest diameter)
3. Technical considerations
4. Known or presumed menopausal status

Mass Characteristics
In broad terms, an adnexal mass identified on CT or MRI can be placed into one of three categories: (1) a simple-appearing cyst; (2) a mass that is not a simple-appearing cyst but with characteristic features allowing presumptive diagnosis; (3) a mass with features not allowing for confident diagnosis (uncertain diagnosis).

The term “simple cyst” has been used for sonographically characterized cysts that are round or oval, with smooth thin walls, no solid component or septation, and no internal flow using color Doppler imaging [12]. In the female pelvis, these are called ovarian simple cysts when shown to clearly arise from the ovary, and they are called adnexal simple cysts when the structure of origin is uncertain because ovarian parenchyma is not visualized (these are still usually presumed to have arisen from the ovary) [12]. To distinguish from this sonographically derived nomenclature, the term “simple-appearing cyst” is used to describe a round or ovoid fluid-density mass on CT or fluid-signal cyst on MR without a solid component, with smooth, imperceptible, or thin walls; this terminology replaces the “benign-appearing cyst” term used in the prior IFC 2013 recommendations regarding incidental adnexal findings [1,13]. On CT, multiple regions of interest should be examined within different portions of the suspected cyst to be assured that the mass is of fluid density; attenuation values between −10 and 20 Hounsfield units (HU) are considered fluid density [14]. On MR, fluid signal intensity is determined by comparison with other fluid containing structures such as the bladder and, broadly speaking, includes hyperintense signal on T2-weighted images, hypointense signal on T1-weighted images, and absent postcontrast enhancement.

As outlined in the prior IFC white paper on incidental adnexal findings [1], some adnexal masses on CT, and to a larger extent MRI, can show imaging features that are characteristic for a particular diagnostic entity [1,15]. Benign examples include some hemorrhagic corpus luteal cysts, para-ovarian or paratubal cysts, hydrosalpinges, peritoneal inclusion cysts, ovarian fibromas, subserosal or pedunculated uterine leiomyomas, endometriomas, and dermoids [1,16]. Some CT and MR findings are also characteristic of ovarian or adnexal malignancy [17]. It is important that radiologists who report CT or MR studies of the pelvis be familiar with the features of adnexal masses that enable confident benign or malignant diagnosis, so that those features can be described in the reporting of these masses. Some of these features were described in Table 1 in the prior IFC Adnexal 2013 article [1] and have been the focus of other publications [18,19].

When an incidental adnexal mass on CT or MR cannot be characterized as a simple-appearing cyst and does not have characteristic imaging features for specific adnexal pathology, the diagnosis is uncertain.

Size
For incidental adnexal masses on CT or MR, only the largest single diameter needs to be reported when the
mass is round or ovoid in shape or the conclusion is that
the mass does not need further imaging or follow-up.
Reporting three orthogonal dimensions is helpful when
the mass has a more irregular shape, especially when
imaging follow-up will be recommended.

Technical Considerations
Relevant technical limitations in the assessment of the
incidental mass should be reported. These may include
low signal-to-noise ratio, artifacts (eg, from hip prosthe-
ses), lack of intravenous contrast, and incomplete
anatomic coverage; any mass imaged with these con-
straints should be described as having “limited assess-
ment.” At the other end of the spectrum, MR has
excellent diagnostic accuracy for adnexal mass character-
ization when it includes the following three elements: (1)
T2-weighted images; (2) pre- and postcontrast T1-
weighted images; and (3) complete anatomic coverage
of the mass in at least two imaging planes. In this sce-
nario, reporting of the incidental adnexal mass should
indicate that the mass has been “fully characterized” with
MR, because this influences subsequent imaging
recommendations.

Known or Presumed Menopausal Status
If available, the menopausal status should be included as
part of the report when it impacts recommended man-
agement of incidental adnexal findings. When not avail-
able, as previously recommended in the IFC Adnexal
2013 approach, 50 years of age can be used as a surrogate
landmark, with those findings in women less than 50
years of age managed as if premenopausal, and those
findings in women 50 years of age or greater managed as
if postmenopausal [1]. Because the average age of
menopause in the United States is 51 years, this will
tend to apply more conservative size thresholds for
follow-up of simple-appearing cysts in patients who are
just at or slightly over 50 years of age with unknown
menopausal status.

INCLUSION AND EXCLUSION CRITERIA FOR
USE OF THE ALGORITHM
This algorithm should be applied to incidentally detected
adnexal masses >1 cm in maximum diameter in women
after menarche; in keeping with the prior IFC 2013 al-
gorithm, adnexal findings ≤1 cm are not included
because subcentimeter cysts (often follicles) are ubiqui-
tous in premenopausal women, extremely common in
postmenopausal women, and often too small to charac-
terize on CT or MR [1,5]. Because the average age of
menarche in the United States is between 12 and 13
years, age 16 may be used as a conservative estimate for
assuming menarche. The algorithm does not apply to
any CT or MR adnexal finding that is unchanged in
appearance over 2 or more years, because malignancy is
effectively excluded by this stability [20]. The algorithm
is not intended for use in women at high genetic risk
for ovarian cancer, in whom lower size thresholds for
sonographic characterization of adnexal cysts may be
justified. The algorithm is aborted when a patient
develops symptoms potentially related to a mass being
followed; an asymptomatic cyst may become painful
because of internal hemorrhage, rupture, or torsion,
with symptoms justifying immediate imaging attention
[21]. Adnexal masses 10 cm or larger in diameter are
unlikely to be asymptomatic and are very unlikely to be
related to normal physiology [22]. For such masses, full
characterization with MR may be better than
ultrasound, because ultrasound may have limitations
because of the size of the mass.

Table 1. Management recommendations for adnexal masses with characteristic features on CT or MR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adnexal Mass</th>
<th>Premenopausal (or Age &lt; 50 If Unknown)</th>
<th>Postmenopausal (or Age ≥ 50 If Unknown)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hemorrhagic cyst</td>
<td>No further imaging</td>
<td>US or MRI to characterize*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≤5 cm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;5 cm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Para-ovarian cyst</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peritoneal inclusion cyst</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple hydrosalpinx</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ovarian fibroma</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uterine leiomyoma</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endometrioma</td>
<td>Usually managed by gynecologist, may require periodic imaging</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dermoid</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suspected malignancy</td>
<td>US or MRI to characterize*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

US = ultrasound.

*The study should be performed promptly for further evaluation, rather than in follow-up to assess temporal changes.
IMPLICATIONS OF IMAGING AND CLINICAL FEATURES

Basic Principles of the Algorithm

1. Simple-appearing cysts on CT or MR have very low risk of malignancy. Sonographically identified simple adnexal cysts have very low, if any, risk of malignancy, irrespective of cyst size [6-9]. There is good reason to believe that simple-appearing cysts on CT and MR have similarly very low risk of malignancy [3]. MR has long been known to have high specificity in the characterization of adnexal masses, with diagnostic performance for benign cystic lesions comparable to ultrasound with Doppler [23]. For CT, since prior publication of the IFC 2013 recommendations, Baheti et al evaluated the agreement between contrast-enhanced CT and ultrasound in characterizing adnexal masses and showed that simple-appearing cysts on CT correspond to simple cysts on ultrasound [24]. A subsequent investigation also showed that simple-appearing cysts on CT had no risk of malignancy [25]. Thus, although there is far more evidence confirming the absence of increased malignancy risk in sonographically characterized simple adnexal cysts, based on the available current evidence, it is reasonable to assume that simple-appearing cysts on CT or MR are similarly benign.

2. Small, incidental, simple-appearing adnexal cysts on CT or MR do not justify sonographic characterization even when assessment is limited. Paralleling the revised SRU consensus recommendations for incidental simple cysts on ultrasound, our committee consensus uses ≤3 cm (postmenopausal) and ≤5 cm (premenopausal) as the default threshold for not pursing follow-up of incidental simple-appearing cysts on CT or MR [7]. Because many adnexal cysts are ≤5 cm in premenopausal women and ≤3 cm in postmenopausal women, the mere existence of a small (ie, below size threshold) simple-appearing cyst with limited assessment is not enough to justify sonographic recharacterization or follow-up when it is an incidental finding. On the other hand, sonographic characterization of incidental simple-appearing cysts on CT or MR >3 cm (postmenopausal) or >5 cm (premenopausal) is justified when assessment is limited, because cysts of this size are less common and the likelihood of CT or MR mischaracterization may be higher.

3. The optimal timing of sonographic follow-up of larger simple-appearing cysts balances the small risk of CT or MR mischaracterization against the desire to gain information about cyst growth with as few imaging studies as possible. The distinction between recommending ultrasound to characterize an adnexal mass and recommending ultrasound follow-up of an adnexal mass identified on CT or MR is important [5]. The former is intended to better demonstrate cyst contents and the latter to provide surveillance over time. When an incidental simple-appearing cyst is adequately characterized by CT or MR but justifies sonographic follow-up because of its size, the sonographic evaluation is reasonably delayed by 6 to 12 months to provide evidence regarding the cyst growth rate. By delaying the sonographic follow-up by 6 to 12 months instead of immediately recharacterizing the cyst with ultrasound, the cyst has a chance to resolve or involute, allowing for diagnosis as a nonneoplastic cyst that requires no further follow-up, or to grow, favoring a benign cystic neoplasm. However, the desire to wait at least 6 to 12 months to more confidently assess cyst resolution, involute, or growth never takes precedence over new symptoms, which may reflect cyst hemorrhage, rupture, or torsion; luckily, these developments are uncommon, occurring in less than 1% of cases [21].

4. Fully characterized simple-appearing cysts on MR have very low risk of mischaracterization, justifying higher size thresholds for pursuing follow-up. Similar to the approach taken by the revised SRU consensus recommendations, when an incidental simple-appearing cyst has already been fully characterized (as defined in the “Technical Considerations” subsection), the committee reasoned that the risk of mischaracterization is substantially reduced, justifying a higher threshold for sonographic follow-up: >5 cm for postmenopausal women and >7 cm for premenopausal women. For such masses, imaging follow-up serves only as a measure of the rate of cyst enlargement to inform subsequent clinical management.

5. CT or MR may show characteristic features of an adnexal mass that enable confident diagnosis of a specific entity. Table 1 outlines typical management strategies employed when an adnexal mass has CT or MRI features characteristic of specific adnexal pathology.

Overview of the Algorithm

Figure 1 addresses the gamut of incidental adnexal masses on CT or MR over 1 cm and without documented stability for 2 or more years. Because follicles and other cysts ≤1 cm are pervasive in normal premenopausal
ovaries (some with hemorrhage), common in postmenopausal women, and potentially too small to characterize, these incidental findings are not included. Furthermore, adnexal findings that have demonstrated stability in appearance and size over 2 or more years are not ovarian malignancies; the ultrasound literature shows that these malignancies demonstrate change in 7 months or less [20]. Radiologists should be familiar with CT and MR features of normal ovarian physiology and inconsequential findings, including crenulated enhancement of the wall of a corpus luteum, minor asymmetry of ovarian size when no mass is present, and adnexal calcifications without mass [5,26,27]. When an incidental adnexal mass has an uncertain diagnosis, ultrasound is usually the first imaging test for further characterization, but there may be instances in which contrast-enhanced MRI is preferred [28]. For example, a mass ≥10 cm in diameter may be too large for optimal sonographic characterization, justifying contrast-enhanced MR to further evaluate.
TAKE-HOME POINTS

- Incidental adnexal findings on CT and MR examinations of the female pelvis are common; we provide an algorithm to guide management of the incidental adnexal mass based on whether the mass is (1) a simple-appearing cyst; (2) has reasonably diagnostic imaging features; or (3) has an uncertain diagnosis.

- Simple-appearing cysts on CT or MR have very low risk of malignancy. Imaging follow-up is justified only when the cyst is relatively large for the patient’s menopausal status. The primary goals of imaging follow-up are to limit the risk of cyst mischaracterization and to understand the rate of cyst growth, which may inform subsequent clinical decision making.

- Recommendations regarding the optimal timing of sonographic follow-up for a large simple-appearing cyst balances the small potential risk of CT or MR mischaracterization against the desire to gain information about cyst growth using as few imaging studies as possible.
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